$3 Donation Requested

BY RITA MARKOVITZ

Each Stern College student is expected to donate at least $3.00 to the annual Yeshiva University Charity Drive which starts here Monday, according to Bessie Kaplan '60 and Ruther Lieberman '62, chairman.

The girls are encouraged to contribute weekly payments, of twenty-five cents, in an envelope bearing the girl's name and year of graduation, and inserted in the ballot box on the front counter in the office. Class treasurers can collect the monies from the box and record the contributions.

Family and outside contributions may also be placed in the ballot box.

According to the overall head of the drive, the purpose of the Charity Drive conducted simultaneously in various divisions of Yeshiva University is to support yeshiva education in Israel.

Twenty-five percent of the total contribution will go to Ferflim, an organization instrumental in enabling immigrant children to attend religious schools.

Chesed Almud consists of 200 Yeshiva and 3500 students, offering secular and religious education to elementary school children. It will receive 15 percent of the contributions.

The rest of the money will be distributed as follows: 10% to Yeshiva University; 10% to Stern; 5% to the start-up of the Hebrew Music Academy, 5% to Yeshiva University in the memory of Shitake, a former head of the additional elementary school which is to be built, and 15% to Faris University in memory of Rabbi Pinchas Chernick, who was Y.U. before his affiliation with Bar Ilan.

Five percent of the total contribution will be donated to each.
Guidance Reviewed

The interest shown recently by the administration in the guidance students need in planning summer work and graduate study is to be commended. We are glad to see that our plea has evoked such a prompt response.

It is hoped that this initial interest, as evidenced by the nominations for the Woodrow Wilson and National Science Foundation Fellowships, will be sustained in subsequent months. We look forward to having students promptly notified of graduate study and summer work opportunities in which they may be interested.

The administration should also realize that students expect the school's modest guidance program to be augmented in the future. A full-scale program must be the school's eventual goal. Precedents have to be set. If, for instance, one of our College seniors becomes that much easier.

We would like to express our satisfaction with the cooperation of the seniors, to be extended in the coming months, and to extend our sincere appreciation to the advisory board of the Woodrow Wilson and National Science Foundation Fellowships.
Gynecologist Gives Lecture, Shows Movie On Childbirth

Nearly 200 students, the largest recent lecture turnout at Stern College, attended a lecture and film on factual childbirth on February 19.

Dr. Meyer Schnall, gynecologist and obstetrician at Mt. Sinai hospital, introduced the film with a brief talk. With the aid of diagrams, he explained the initiation and progression of pregnancy, the stages of labor, and the physical process of childbirth.

The film, entitled "A Normal Birth," showed the delivery of a baby while the mother was completely awake. Dr. Schnall described the different types of anesthetics that may be given according to the degree of consciousness desired.

Commenting occasionally while the film ran, Dr. Schnall pointed out the facilities used equipped hospitals) and the medications employed.

Dr. Schnall expressed the hope that all present would eventually work from what they had learned.

Assembly ...

(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Jehon will show how Schiller based many ideas in "Wilhelm Tell" under the direction of Professor Ruth Kiech.

Dr. Jehon will show how Schiller based many ideas in "Wilhelm Tell" under the direction of Professor Ruth Kiech.

The program will conclude with excerpts from the musical "Die Fledermaus," performed by the students.

All students are invited to attend the Schiller Festival.

Sign Varieties Emblesh College and College

By TTYA KELLER

New York is a city of signs. At the intersection, we are assaulted mechanically whether we walk, don’t walk, make a turn, and make no turn; inside buildings we learn via printed signs whether or not to smoke, walk softly, think, smile, or form lines for the elevator. Although signs such as those are undoubtedly useful, there are others scattered around the city whose function seems to be primarily amusement.

"Cast your ballot for a cleaner New York" - if that's the printed word is our own alma mater. "I wouldn't put anything before religion," she said, in reference to what she considered an inaccuracy in the "New York Times" story about her on Feb. 15.

"I did not compare religion and learning," she reiterated, "nor do I think one can properly do so." Naomi Fuchs, a 15 year old senior at Yeshiva University High School for Girls in Brooklyn, received a score of 271 out of a possible 300 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test last June.

A prospective math major, Naomi says she hopes to work with digital computers after college. "Programming digital computers entails extracting facts and translating them into a language a machine can understand."

Naomi feels that there is a place for women in business today's society, and that an intellectually qualified woman ought to have the right to vote. "But I also think a woman should have what she wants too," she added.

As a diversion, Naomi likes to work on her school newspaper "The Flame," and to write poetry. She is currently working on a collection of short stories and a novel.

Naomi is the youngest member of her class. "Sometimes my classmates act as though I am not even going to be graduating," she said in reference to her age.

Her classmates, however, consider her a friendly girl who gets along well. They like and admire her.

When asked about her own attitudes regarding her accomplish-"ment, Naomi said, "I don't feel superior. I don't think anyone has a right to feel superior to anyone else."

STAVSKY'S JEWISH GIFTS SHOP

Imports from 1850's - Books - Records

2404 Broadway at 86th St. N.Y.C.

15% discount to Stern College students
The constant goal of Rabbi Howard Levine in his role as a teacher is to help train responsible Jewish leaders for the challenging years ahead. Our school has a purpose beyond giving secular education in a religious atmosphere," he said. "We must stress our role in the creation of positive Jewish leadership, which demands constant preparation and a great deal of conviction and knowledge."

"Because of the differences within orthodoxy today, it is impossible for a school to get across one single point of view," he said. "Rabbi Levine, consequently, "our problem lies in getting students to adopt some point of view which will have as its starting point orthodox tradition."

We aim for "thinking, consideration, understanding, and awareness" on these vital Jewish issues, for we will be leaders to take a stand on them, a stand showing tolerance, he said. "We have the role of one of the characters and reflect the story from that particular point of view."

In addition, a vocabulary test is administered to the students. The results of the test, an indication of how far the students are compared with the analyzed stories.

Another test will then be given in which the boys will try to locate concealed objects on a test paper. As a final step, the subject will complete a checklist, which will indicate factors motivating their behavior.

The final results of the project will be published under the co-authorship of Dr. Gurevitch and Dr. Melvin Feller of the Worcester State Hospital, who is co-sponsoring the project.

The project was started in 1957. Before the testing at Y.U.H.S., Dr. Gurevitch gave the tests to children and adults in Worcester, Mass.

Peylim Drive Ends at Stern

The winning Peylim raffle ticket will be drawn this Sunday night at the Chagiga, according to Donna Sinnett, raffle chairman.

The winner will receive a stereoephonic Hi-Fi Mahogany Console.

All books must be returned to Donna immediately. Each girl is urged to turn in her books in order to attain a $200 goal.

Proceeds of the theater party held last Saturday night will also go to Peylim. Over a hundred couples dressed as "Miracle Worker" starring Anne Baxter and Patty Duke at the playhouse.

Peylim is a organization which works to counteract anti-Semitic propaganda to immigrants and to support yeshiva education in Israel.

Publish Handbook

Judy Rosenberg '82 and Batya Abramson '82 have been appointed co-editors of the student hand book which will be ready by the end of June.

Dormitory Reduces Dues, Appoints Floor Chairmen

Appointment of new floor chairmen, a reduction in dorm dues and planning of a Purim party have kept girls in the Stern College dormitory busy.

Floor chairmen for the spring semester were recently appointed in the dormitory. Chosen for the second floor were Hermine Gert and Shulamith Klass; third floor, Susan Zarin and Signe Casper; fourth floor, Beula Kaplan and Edith Labinoff; Ruth Feiberman, president of the dorm council, announced that dormitory dues for the spring semester have been reduced from $25.00 to $15.00, to ease the financial burden of the girls.

A Purim party with Purim refreshments and a surprise, with prizes for the winning team, is being planned for next Monday, March 8. The party will be held in the basement of the school, Sonja Liberman will serve as general chairman of the affair. In charge of decorations is Tova Weinberg and of organization, Shulamit Pasternak and Sarah Leah Saffir.

Daisies (ACP) — For all those hopeful who have been testing the allegiance of their lovers by placing petals from daisies, the University of Southern California's "Daily Trojan" brings news that the daisy is a fraud. The game is fixed. If you play the game straight, you lose every time because the flower is a cheat. Here's the gimmick. The daisy always has an even number of petals. If you start out in the normal manner—"He loves me"—"You're bound to end up with, "He loves me not."